
LESSON 6: How do objects get in orbit?
PREVIOUS LESSON We considered why the Moon orbits Earth and used a simulation of the Earth-Moon system to investigate how factors like mass and speed of the Moon and its

distance from Earth affect the size of the gravity force and whether the Moon stays in orbit, falls to Earth, or flies away.

THIS LESSON

INVESTIGATION

1 day

If the Moon is a rock in space, we wonder what it would take to get an ordinary rock on Earth into orbit. We agree
the rock must be moving very fast and be far from Earth, but we wonder how it could really be possible to
launch something so that it never comes back down. We read about a thought experiment involving a
cannonball launched from the top of a mountain. We construct an explanation that orbiting objects are pulled
by gravity toward Earth like other objects, but they move fast enough that they “fall” with Earth’s curvature, never
reaching the ground. We extend these ideas to human designed orbiting objects and share our ideas about other
naturally orbiting objects.

NEXT LESSON We will examine the structure and movement of objects in the solar system using a computer interactive and then share what we notice. Next, we will watch a
video about the formation of the solar System to gather information about the role of gravity in this process. We will argue how gravity led to the formation of
objects and the patterns of motions of those objects (planets,moons, and stars) in the interactive.

BUILDING TOWARD NGSS

MS-ESS1-1, MS-ESS1-2, MS-ESS1-
3, MS-PS2-4, MS-PS4-2

WHAT STUDENTS WILL DO

6.A Obtain information from text to describe the role of gravity in maintaining the balance necessary for an object to be in orbit.

WHAT STUDENTS WILL FIGURE OUT

Just like objects that fall toward Earth, an object in orbit around Earth has a gravity force acting on it, pulling it toward Earth. However, orbiting
objects have sufficient speed and height that by the time they fall the distance of their initial height, they have moved far enough across
Earth’s surface that the curvature of the planet prevents them from reaching the ground. Orbiting objects are “always falling and always
missing”.



Lesson 6 • Learning Plan Snapshot
Part Duration Summary Slide Materials

1 5 min NAVIGATION
Ask students to recall the factors that affect the Moon’s orbit and to record their thinking
about how to get a rock in orbit.

A-B

2 23 min GUIDED READING: NEWTON’S THOUGHT EXPERIMENT
Introduce and distribute the guided reading resource and ask students to complete
guided reading in small groups.

C-G Newton’s apples and orbits, Newton’s Apple Cannon Experiment, 2
pennies, www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/space

3 7 min COMPLETE A GROUP DISCUSSION DIAMOND
Form new groups and ask each new group to complete a discussion diamond
summarizing student thinking about orbits.

H

4 5 min NAVIGATION
Summarize ideas about orbits and gravity, discuss man-made satellites, and anticipate
exploration of other natural orbits in the solar system.

I-K https://www.npr.org/2020/04/03/827054451/mini-moon

End of day 1



Lesson 6 • Materials List
per student per group per class

Lesson materials science notebook
Newton’s apples and orbits
Newton’s Apple Cannon Experiment
https://www.npr.org/2020/04/03/827054451/mini-moon

2 pennies www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/space

Materials preparation (2 minutes)
Review teacher guide, slides, and teacher references or keys (if applicable).

Make copies of handouts and ensure sufficient copies of student references, readings, and procedures are available.

Prepare chart paper for poster. The poster you will make in this lesson will have the title “Things in Orbit”.

Gather pennies (two per student group) to distribute during the guided reading.

Review Penny Launch Setup and Results videos on www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/space . Set up a projector and test the videos (including the audio) if you choose to show them to
students during the guided reading.

file:///tmp/www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/space


Lesson 6 • Where We Are Going and NOT Going
Where We Are Going

In this lesson, students will construct a qualitative, mechanistic explanation of orbital motion by considering a thought experiment involving projectile motion. By the end of the lesson,
students should know that the gravity force from Earth still acts on objects orbiting Earth, pulling them toward the planet. Students should know that the speed of orbiting objects is crucial to
explaining why they do not crash into Earth like we experience with most objects thrown or launched into the air. Because of their high speed (across the surface of Earth) and height, orbiting
objects “fall” (due to gravity) with Earth’s curvature, never reaching the ground. Orbiting objects are “always falling and always missing”.

Where We Are NOT Going

Students are not expected to use formal mathematical representations such as vectors or equations of motion to support their explanations of orbiting objects. It is also not expected that
students specify elliptical vs. circular orbital trajectories.



5 min

23 min

LEARNING PLAN for LESSON 6
1 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: None

Remind ourselves of what we figured out last class. Present slide A. Say, Last time we met, we were wondering about the difference between the
Moon, which is a rock in space that does not fall to Earth, and an ordinary rock, which falls down to Earth when you throw it in the air. We used an
interactive to simulate the system, and we figured out that there were a couple of things we could do to the Moon to make it behave more like a rock
and fall to Earth. What were some of those things? Turn and talk for a moment with a partner.

Elicit student ideas, highlighting the following:
The strength of the gravity force on the Moon from Earth would be bigger if the Moon’s mass were greater and/or if the Moon were
closer to Earth.
The Moon would fall into Earth if the strength of the gravity force on it were greater, either from it being more massive or closer to
Earth.
The Moon would also fall to Earth if the Moon were moving more slowly.
The reverse also seems true--if the gravity force is smaller (because the Moon’s mass decreases or it is placed further away from
Earth) or the Moon were moving more quickly, the Moon flies away from Earth.

This last idea may or may not come up. If it does not come up, that is OK; the first three ideas are the most important here.

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

As in the previous lesson, students may share some questions or initial mechanistic thinking about why the
force of gravity from Earth on the Moon and the speed of the Moon affect the Moon’s orbit around Earth. Listen
for this thinking and student questions seeking a more complete explanation for why the Moon orbits (or, in the
case of the simulation, crashes or flies away into space). Encourage students to connect this thinking to the
question of if and how we could get a rock to orbit Earth too.

Introduce the thought experiment. Present slide B. Say, What about the opposite? If we can get the Moon to fall to Earth, could we get a rock to
float up there in space like the Moon currently does? What do you think? Stop and jot in your notebook: What do you think we could do to get a rock
to orbit Earth? Use words and pictures to articulate your plan to get a rock moving. Give students at least three minutes to work on this before
asking 2-3 students to share out. Look for students to suggest taking a rock into space and/or getting it moving very quickly.

2 · GUIDED READING: NEWTON’S THOUGHT EXPERIMENT
MATERIALS: science notebook, Newton’s apples and orbits, Newton’s Apple Cannon Experiment, 2 pennies, www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/space

Navigate to the reading. Present slide C. Say, It turns out we are not the first people to consider if we could get a rock to float up there in space like
the Moon does. A British scientist named Isaac Newton wondered the same thing! Has anybody heard any stories about Isaac Newton? Listen for
student ideas about Newton’s discovery of gravity related to observing an apple falling from a tree. (Note that your students may not be
familiar with this story, and this is fine, as the reading tells the story.)

Read in small groups or as a whole class. Say, I have a reading that tells us the story of how Newton figured out why the Moon appears to float
and the rock does not. Distribute Newton’s apples and orbits and Newton’s Apple Cannon Experiment and present slide D. Say, Read this with your
small group and pause when prompted by the reading to discuss and record your ideas in your notebook.



There is a short activity involving flicking two pennies from a lab table or desk that each group is asked to do during the guided reading.
Distribute the pennies as students begin reading and remind students to be aware of safety as they carry out the activity. You can view
Penny Launch Setup video at www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/space before class, demonstrating the setup of this activity, and Results
video, which shows sample activity results in slow motion and sound. If students are struggling to see that the pennies land at the same time
when they do this activity, show the class the Penny Launch Results video.

While students are reading, circulate and provide assistance and clarification where needed.

ASSESSMENT
OPPORTUNITY

Building towards: 6.A Obtain information from text to describe the role of gravity in maintaining the balance
necessary for an object to be in orbit.

What to look/listen for: Look for students who, in their explanations of observed and hypothesized motion,
leave out the effect of gravity forces on a projectile launched from a cannon or an orbiting object. Look for
students who make inaccurate claims about what causes projectiles to fall to the ground, for example, that the
motion energy given to the object at launch simply “runs out”. For English language learners and struggling
readers, look for challenges with interpreting vocabulary and making connections within the reading and
between the class’s goals and the reading.

What to do: Ask students what pulls everyday objects toward Earth (the force of gravity) and if this gravity force
is also acting on objects in orbit. Ask students why an object thrown parallel to the ground will eventually hit the
ground. Model projectile motion by launching pens or other objects from desks. Help students make sense of
the purpose of a thought experiment and give students opportunities to explain why it took hundreds of years
for someone to demonstrate Newton’s ideas about artificial satellites.

ALTERNATE
ACTIVITY

This reading could also be read aloud by alternating students to the whole class, with breaks for group
discussion where indicated in the reading.

Or, students could complete the reading individually, recording their thinking in their notebook at each section
labeled “Stop and Chat”.

Share models and verbal explanations. As groups finish the reading, check their models on Newton’s Apple Cannon Experiment, supporting
the development of orbital motion for higher-speed cannonball apples. Some groups may need you to sketch an example trajectory of a
low-speed cannonball apple for them. Present slide E. Support students in making connections between the trajectory of the low-speed
cannonball apple and the trajectory of the apples in the reading by posing the question on the slide: How do the different images on this slide
relate to one another?

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

A challenging perspective shift is required to connect the 2-D projectile diagrams in the reading to the simplistic
2-D whole-Earth diagrams on Newton’s Apple Cannon Experiment that students are expected to use for their
thought experiment. Use the images on slide E to help support students in making connections between the
two perspectives.

Compare group models with Newton’s representation. When all groups have tentative models, present slide F. Say, This is the drawing
Newton made in his book describing his thought experiment. Is it similar to yours? What do the different
lines represent? Have students talk with a partner for 1 minute and then ask for students to share their thinking with the whole class. Listen for
student responses that recognize that the different lines represent trajectories of cannonballs shot at different speeds, with the cannonballs
in orbit being shot at higher speeds.

file:///tmp/www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/space


7 min

5 min

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

The two outermost circles represent different possible trajectories of orbiting objects, such as the Moon. If
students ask about these, describe them as such. If students pose questions around how the Moon came into
orbit in the first place, highlight these questions as they can help to motivate the next lesson.

Help students visualize what the model looks like from different perspectives. Display slide G. Show a visualization of the Newton
representation by presenting http://physics.weber.edu/schroeder/software/NewtonsCannon.html . Shoot the cannonball in the simulation at
the starting speed, then move the slider up by approximately 1,000 m/s and shoot it again. Do this until you have reached the maximum
velocity of the simulation and the object is in orbit. Once the object reaches a full orbit, it will crash into the mountain from which it was
launched. Ask students how this could be avoided, and look for answers that suggest that if an object can be launched at a partially upward
angle (like a rocket).

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

Students may make additional connections to the mass of the cannonball and its distance from Earth as
important factors in keeping the cannonball in orbit. If the cannonball were more massive or closer to Earth, the
gravitational force on it would increase and it might either crash into Earth or need to be shot at an even faster
speed to stay in orbit. While these detailed discussions are encouraged, the key idea to focus on is that the
object’s orbital trajectory is determined by the same pull of gravity on the object that causes it to fall to Earth
plus the object’s high speed.

3 · COMPLETE A GROUP DISCUSSION DIAMOND
MATERIALS: None

Introduce the discussion diamond. Present slide H. Say, So then what do we need to do to get a rock or the apple or anything else really into
orbit? You can structure this conversation as a “discussion diamond.” Place a blank sheet of paper on the table in the middle of each group of
four students. You may need to rearrange tables or chairs in groups of four, or you can have students pass the paper around to write their
ideas. Students should draw a large diamond in the center of the paper. Then each student in the group should write their ideas in one corner
of the paper. Once every student is finished recording their ideas, the group should discuss overlap and areas of confusion and come to
consensus around a single response to record in the middle of the diamond.

Student groups complete a discussion diamond. Circulate the room supporting students in individually completing their statements. After 2
minutes, ask students to transition to discussing and writing their consensus idea in the middle of the diamond.

4 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: https://www.npr.org/2020/04/03/827054451/mini-moon

Summarize what we have just figured out. Ask one or two groups to share their consensus statements. Look for ideas such as this:
To get something into orbit, it must be launched at a high enough speed that it travels beyond the curvature of Earth before the
gravity force pulls it toward Earth.

Display side I. Say, What do you think is meant when it’s said that orbiting objects are “always falling and always missing”? Ask students to talk
with a partner about this question. Listen for student responses that connect the pull of gravity toward Earth with orbital motion.

Brainstorm designed objects that have been put into orbit by people. Display slide J. Say, It sounds like we have a pretty good idea about how
we might be able to put something like a rock into orbit. Have people ever put designed objects into orbit? If so, what? And what do you think they are
orbiting? Listen for student responses such as these:

http://physics.weber.edu/schroeder/software/NewtonsCannon.html


satellites around Earth (for communication, Earth observation, and so forth)
astronauts and spacecraft (like the International Space Station) around Earth
telescopes around the Sun

Ask students how these objects get enough speed and height to reach orbit. Listen for student responses that reference rockets.

Brainstorm objects that are naturally in orbit throughout the solar system. Display slide K. Say, Do we know of any other orbiting objects in the
solar system? Let’s quickly brainstorm a list of objects that are in orbit in the solar system. Give students 30 seconds of partner talk time and then
ask for their ideas. Look for examples such as these:

The Moon orbits Earth.
Earth orbits the Sun.
Other planets orbit the Sun.
Moons of other planets orbit those planets.

Record student ideas on chart paper, under the title “Things in Orbit.” Students may mention asteroids, dwarf planets, or the orbit of the Sun
in the galaxy, or they may not. Referring to the list that students did generate, say, Which of these other objects that are orbiting in the solar
system have we already used to explain patterns in the sky? Which of these objects should we explore next?

Use student ideas to navigate to the next lesson. Look for students to point to objects beyond the Earth-Sun-Moon system as somewhere
to go next, including other planets, their moons, asteroids, and dwarf planets. Accept all responses and say, Let’s zoom out to look at the whole
solar system next time and find out more about all these other things in orbit.

ALTERNATE
ACTIVITY

Consider assigning students the Wow in the World podcast episode “Mini-Moon!” as home learning or optional
home learning. https://www.npr.org/2020/04/03/827054451/mini-moon

Say something like, I found a podcast that discusses an actual rock that was orbiting Earth in early 2020, referred to
as a “mini-moon”. As you listen to the podcast, listen for connections to the ideas that we figured out in class today
and record any new ideas or questions you have.

Students only need to listen up to minute 17 of the 22-minute podcast.

https://www.npr.org/2020/04/03/827054451/mini-moon

